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[2016-New GreatExam SAP C_EWM_91 Training Guide Free Download (21-30)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_EWM_91 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! As
a professional IT exam study material provider, GreatExam gives you more than just C_EWM_91 exam questions and answers. We
provide our customers with the most accurate study material about the C_EWM_91 exam and the guarantee of pass. We assist you
to prepare for C_EWM_91 certification which is regarded valuable the IT sector. Following questions and answers are all new
published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 21In Labor Management, what
document contains all of the relevant data that can be used to compare the planned and actual times?Choose the correct answer(s).
Response: A. Planned workloadB. Executed workloadC. Tailored measurement servicesD. Inbound deliveryE.
Performance documentAnswer: B QUESTION 22What are some of the characteristics of QIE?There are 3 correct answers to this
question.Response: A. QIE can be run in a decentralized mode.B. QIE is a component of EWM.C. QIE supports the counting
function in EWM.D. A number of inspection object types have been pre-defined by SAP for use in EWM. Answer: ACD
QUESTION 23The following are structural elements that must be defined in customizing to set up an EWM warehouse.There are 3
correct answers to this question.Response: A. Warehouse NumberB. StorageBinC. Storage TypeD. StorageSectionE.
Picking Area Answer: ACD QUESTION 24In pick, pack, and pass, warehouse workers pass the product from activity area to
activity area until it arrives at the actual destination storage bin. In which setting, the system specifies the sequence for processing
the warehouse orders and corresponding pick HUs.Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. System-controlled pick, pack,
and pass functionB. User-controlled pick, pack, and pass functionC. Machine controlled pick, pack, and pass functionD.
Automated pick, pack, and pass function Answer: A QUESTION 25Which statement is true about relationship between Activity
Area and Storage Type?Please choose the correct answerResponse: A. One storage type is assign to multiple activity areaB.
Multiple storage type is assign to multiple activity areaC. One storage type is assign to only one activity areaD. Multiple storage
type is assign to One activity area Answer: C QUESTION 26What types of data can the slotting process use to determine the
putaway control parameters?There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Storage bin quantsB. Product dataC.
Packaging dataD. Demand forecasts/requirementsE. Storage section Answer: BCD QUESTION 27The forms of storage control
supported by EWM are?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Storage typeB. FIFOC. Layout-orientedD.
HU-managedE. Process-oriented Answer: CE QUESTION 28A work center in EWM is represented by what organizational unit?
Choose the correct answer(s).Response: A. Storage SectionB. Storage TypeC. Activity AreaD. StorageBin Answer: B
QUESTION 29What are the two types of tags in use today in RFID?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.
passiveB. cpu-directC. activeD. hard-wiredE. local Answer: AC QUESTION 30In Heuristics for the Travel Distance
Calculation, how system calculate Breadth-first search?Please choose the correct answerResponse: A. The system looks for all
possible routes in the network, and selects the one that has the average distance. This heuristic is more performance intensive at
runtime, and is only appropriate for small networks.B. The system looks for all possible routes in the network, and selects the one
that has the shortest distance. This heuristic is more performance intensive at runtime, and is only appropriate for small networks.C.
The system looks for all possible routes in the network, and selects the one that has the longest distance. This heuristic is more
performance intensive at runtime, and is only appropriate for large networks.D. The system looks for all possible routes in the
network, and selects the one that has the average distance. This heuristic is more performance intensive at runtime, and is only
appropriate for complex networks. Answer: B Greatexam.com has been the world leader in providing online training solutions for
C_EWM_91 Certification. You use our training materials that have been rigorously tested by international experts. 2016 SAP
C_EWM_91 exam dumps (All 150 Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-ewm-91-exam-questions.html [100%
Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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